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Topical Importance: With the advent of cognitive approach in the linguistic studies of 

word-building (compounding and derivation) and neonomination it is being widely used as a 
crucial device for establishing and analyzing new words. The cognitive approach adopted in this 
paper is to provide a systematic description of the semantic structure of the lexical 
representatives of the domain «Human Being». The conceptual basis of this lexis can be 
organized via mental schemes which highlight the integral and salient semantic properties of the 
words under analysis. All these schemes constitute the general conceptual model underlying the 
semantic representation of these words.    

Goal: The major goal of this study is  to reconstruct the conceptual model of the domain 
«human being» by identifying and describing  its cognitive constituents, which correlate with the 
semantic structure of the lexis under study. It has been also planned  to identify the prototypical  
and differentiated lexical items categorized as the names of human being through integrated 
study into the words meaning "human being" with/without  reference to age, gender and 
professional characteristics of the referent, objectifying corresponding conceptual content. 

 Tasks: There are a number of tasks one should accomplish to achieve the above set goal: 
- selection of English nouns, pointing to the person without reference to its age, gender and 

professional characteristics, the creation of a bank of examples of their use; 
- systematization of material on general and differential semantic features and structural 

type; 
- building the general conceptual model of the lexical corpus verbalizing the domain  

«Human Being»; 
- semantic categorization of the lexis from the domain «Human Being». 

 Theoretical value: Theoretical value of this work is seen in the accomplished attempt to 
work out the set of  adequate research tools used in conceptual modeling in describing cognitive 
basis of key social and cultural relationship in linguistic segment – lexical items representing the 
domain of human being. In this paper we study the semantic representation of the words  
statically (with reference to the lexical entries) and dynamically (in the nomination and 
communication process). 

Practical applicability lies in the opportunity to use the data obtained in the practice of 
teaching English at advanced stages of education and in compiling of methodical materials. 

Results: In particular, this paper investigates human being terms as the means of the 
verbalization of the conceptual sphere «Human Being». These words can be categorized as the 
prototypical (without differentiating properties) and differential (with the specific semantic 
properties which fall into the categories “BEHAVIOR PECULARITIES”, “LOCUS 
PECUARITIES” and “PHYSIOLOGICAL PECULARITIES”. Besides the lexis under study on 
the semantic level correspond with the following propositional models: 
PERSON – SIMILAR TO – AN OBJECT (SIMILARITY); PERSON – LIKES/DISLIKES – AN 
OBJECT (ATTITUDE); PERSON – IS INVOLVED INTO SOME ACTIVITY – ACTIVITY 
PROPERTIES – PERSON’S CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES; PERSON – INHABITES – 
PLACE (LOCATION). 



Implementation advice: The data of the conducted research, examples and their translations can 
serve as illustrative material in theoretical courses in English lexicology, semantics and cognitive 
neology. 

 


